Addendum #1 to the Alternatives Analysis:

Meridian Transit-way Traffic Operations Analysis: Red Line
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1. Introduction

The Red Line Alternatives Analysis Report, approved in December of 2013, detailed the Recommended
Alternative for the North-South Corridor. In addition to providing enhanced transportation choices to Central
Indiana residents, Red Line transit improvements are intended to create development and growth
opportunities within the study area. The report identified a single preferred route, with the exception of two
issue areas along the corridor where future analysis was recommended before entering NEPA
documentation.
The issue area analyzed in this addendum is located on the North Corridor between 38th Street and 16th
Street. The route options being considered are the Illinois/Capitol one-way pair and Meridian Street. Prior to
detailed study, the Illinois/Capitol one-way pair was considered to be more feasible from a traffic operations
perspective, however public and stakeholder input indicated that the Meridian Street corridor should be
studied further as a potential transit-way given
the potential benefits both economically and
operationally that could be gained from the
utilization of Meridian Street as a transit
corridor. The subsequent detailed operational
study of Meridian Street as a transit corridor is
chronicled in this addendum. It should be
noted that transit operations on Illinois and
Capitol were not further examined in the
scope of this study, as the purpose was to
determine whether Meridian Street was a
feasible alternative. Illinois and Capitol were
determined to be feasible through the course
Meridian Street Northbound at Fall Creek Parkway
of the Red Line Alternatives Analysis Study.
2. Scope

The original scope for the Meridian Street Transit-way analysis (see Appendix A) defined two distinct
alternatives to be evaluated for the Meridian Street corridor between 38th Street and 16th Street:



Two-way Median Transit-way
Curb Side Business Access & Transit (BAT) Lanes

The alternatives were to be developed in a VISSIM traffic simulation model that included all signalized
intersections on Meridian Street between 38th Street and 16th Street. The model would simulate traffic in the
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weekday AM and PM peak hours of a future year, which would be determined at the project kick-off
meeting. VISSIM was chosen for use in this study based on its capabilities for modeling transit operations.
The scope outlined three main tasks through the course of the study:




Task 1 – Determination of Intersection and Roadway Volumes
Task 2 – Future Build VISSIM Model Development
Task 3 – Analysis Scenarios and Reporting

A project kick-off meeting was held on January 9, 2014 with the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning
Organization (IMPO) and representatives from partner agencies that form the Project Management Team
(PMT). This included the Indianapolis Public Transportation Corporation (IndyGo) and the Central Indiana
Regional Transportation Authority (CIRTA). The Indianapolis Department of Metropolitan Development
(DMD), Indianapolis Department of Public Works (DPW), HNTB, PB, and the IMPO’s public outreach
partner Aloft Strategies were also represented at
the kick-off meeting. Detailed minutes from this
kickoff meeting are included in Appendix B.
Several key decisions related to study parameters
and scope refinement occurred at the project kickoff meeting. These are summarized as follows:








The two-way Median Transit-way
alternative was eliminated from the scope
due to the existing restricted cross-section
on Meridian Street, which would result in
the need to widen the street to
accommodate center-running transit
facilities. This widening would significantly
impact parking, sidewalk widths, historic
structures, and other buildings along the
corridor.
A traffic diversion sensitivity analysis would
be performed on Meridian Street to
determine the effects of varying diversion
percentages on corridor operations.
Capitol/Illinois key intersections would be
analyzed with added, diverted traffic
Future analysis year of 2020 was
Figure 1: Meridian Corridor Station Locations
established
Select IndyGo local routes and the potential Purple Rapid Transit Line would be considered for
operation in the Meridian Street corridor in coordination with the Red Rapid Transit Line.
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Preliminary station locations to be modeled were determined:
o 38th Street
o 34th Street (addition to the Recommended Alternative)
o 30th-29th Street
o Fall Creek Parkway
o 22nd Street
o 16th Street, west of Meridian

Through the course of the study process, members of the PMT came to the agreement that two
fundamental operational scenarios should be investigated, both being variations of curbside service:




Curbside Business
Access & Transit (BAT)
lanes
Curbside BRT service in
mixed traffic

One key factor in choosing these
scenarios was that both involve
very little projected impact on right
of way (R/W), existing parking
conditions, existing business
access, and existing width from
curb to curb. Additional details on
these scenarios will be covered
later in the addendum.
Figure 2: Business Access & Transit Lane Rendering

3. Determination of Intersection and Roadway Volumes

Turning movement counts for the
major intersections along the
Meridian Street transit-way corridor
(16th, Fall Creek, 30th, and 38th
Streets) were completed during
2012. Additional turning movement
counts at the remaining signalized
intersections along the corridor were
performed in the fall of 2013.
4
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Turning movement count sheets are available in Appendix C.
The intersections where counts were performed in 2012 reflect traffic volumes that pre-date the temporary
Illinois Street bridge closure at Fall Creek. The Illinois Street bridge closure is noteworthy because the
traffic volumes on Meridian Street may be inflated due to the closure, particularly during the PM peak hour
of traffic, because a significant percentage of outbound Illinois Street traffic has been observed diverting to
Meridian Street via 21st Street.
Given that traffic volume information was available at major intersections prior to the Illinois Street bridge
closure, traffic volume balancing on Meridian Street could be performed to ensure that intersections
counted after the temporary Illinois Street bridge closure did not result in inflated traffic volumes on
Meridian Street for the purposes of this study.
The traffic volumes to be analyzed as a part of the micro simulation model were projected out to year 2020
per the directive at the kick-off meeting. The growth rate was calculated using information from the IMPO
Travel Demand Model. Growth rates between 2010 and 2035 were averaged in all Transportation Analysis
Zones (TAZ) in Marion County, resulting in an annual average estimated increase of 1.0%.

Meridian Street Southbound at 16th Street

This yielded base 2020 volumes for the Meridian
Street corridor which assumed no diversion from
Meridian Street due to the presence of the Transitway. For diversion sensitivity analysis, a percentage
of northbound and southbound traffic was assumed to
divert from Meridian Street to other parallel corridors
in close proximity to the project area. Other than spot
analysis on Illinois Street and Capitol Avenue, it was
not in the scope of this study to determine impacts on
parallel routes, nor to determine the percentage
breakdown of diversion to alternative routes. For all
diversion scenarios, it was assumed that traffic being
diverted did so outside the limits of the Meridian
Street study corridor (i.e. diversion did not occur at
the 38th Street or 16th Street intersections).

4. VISSIM Model Development

The operational parameters of the VISSIM model were based on inputs from both IndyGo and the
Indianapolis DPW, with the approval of the IMPO. The IMPO was present at meetings with both IndyGo on
January 22, 2014, and DPW on February 7, 2014, as operational parameters and scenarios were
discussed. Detailed minutes accounting these meetings are available in Appendix B.
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4.1. IndyGo Operational Inputs
The meeting with IndyGo and the
IMPO identified several operational
considerations to include in the
model. There were four routes
included in the Meridian Street
transit-way analysis: the bus rapid
transit (BRT) service Red and
Purple Lines, and the local service
routes #18 and #38. Initial
Figure 3: Express Service Southbound at 34th Street Station
discussions with IndyGo indicated
that analysis of BRT routes and
IndyGo local routes together on
Meridian Street should be
performed, and if operational issues were observed, a second scenario looking at BRT service only along
the corridor could be studied. The operational characteristics of these two scenarios are summarized as
follows:




Scenario 1 (BRT and Local Service)
will have the following operational
characteristics:
o Red Line will have 10 minute
headways
o Route 39 will operate as
Purple Line, same stations
as Red Line, 10 minute
headways
o Route 38 will be local service
with all current local stops,
30 minute headways
o Route 18 will be local service
with all current local stops,
30 minute headways

Figure 4: Fall Creek Parkway Stations, Looking North

Scenario 2 (BRT Service Only) will have the following operational characteristics:
o Red Line will have 10 minute headways
o Route 39 will operate as Purple Line, same stations as Red Line, 10 minute headways
o Route 38 will be a crosstown route with transfer option around 38th & Meridian
6
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o Route 18 will be local service with all current local stops, 30 minute headways
(Alternatively, Route 18 could be relocated to College Avenue for this scenario as
determined by IndyGo and MPO based on initial analysis)
Other IndyGo preferences with respect to operational parameters to be shown in the model were
discussed, and are summarized below:








BRT stations and local bus stops will be at a shared location at common intersections
Other local bus stops will remain in their existing location
A proposed station was requested and agreed upon at Meridian & 18 th Street. This is in addition to
the stations recommended in the Alternatives Analysis, as well as in addition to the Meridian Street
stations previously determined for analysis, listed in section “2. Scope” of this addendum.
The station on 16th Street west of Meridian will not be in the VISSIM model
A conservative average dwell time of 25 seconds will be used for all stops (dwell time for BRT in
reality will likely be lower on average that local buses)
Bus pullouts will not be shown in the model

4.2. DPW Operational Inputs
Discussion with DPW led to several operational characteristics being utilized in the VISSIM model. DPW
indicated that Meridian Street is the coordinated system street for the entire corridor except at 38 th Street.
Flexibility to adjust the signal timings for the entire corridor in the VISSIM model was granted from DPW for
the analysis.
DPW also indicated that Transit Signal Priority (TSP) was acceptable to use in order to improve transit
operations. TSP was assumed at all intersections on Meridian Street for both the Purple Line and the Red
Line (BRT service) except for the Fall Creek Parkway intersection. The cross street volume at Fall Creek
Parkway demanded a larger portion of the cycle length, when compared to the rest of the intersections in
the corridor, in order to maintain an acceptable level of service. During model testing of TSP at Fall Creek
Parkway, the westbound approach experienced extensive delay during both the weekday AM and PM peak
periods. This led to eliminating the use of TSP at the Fall Creek Parkway intersection. TSP was not
assumed for the local bus service along the Meridian corridor.
DPW also indicated that, for the Curbside BAT lanes scenario, they would prefer that a diversion
percentage of 0% be examined first to investigate a worst-case scenario, followed by a diversion
percentage of 25%. Then, if needed a 3rd diversion percentage would be investigated in key locations (38th
Street and Fall Creek Parkway).
For the Curbside BAT lanes scenario, DPW also requested a level of service analysis of Capitol and Illinois
at key intersections with regard to the additional load from the Meridian Street diverted traffic. The key
intersections investigated were 16th Street, Fall Creek Parkway, and 38th Street.
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4.3. VISSIM Model Assumptions
Existing signal cycle lengths along Meridian
Street in the study area are 70 seconds for
all intersections except Fall Creek Parkway
which operates at 140 seconds and 38th
Street which operates at 120 seconds. It was
assumed in the model that there will be a
signal system modernization along the
Meridian Street transit-way corridor as a
component of Red Line project
implementation. A Synchro traffic operations
Figure 5: Business Access & Transit Lanes at 30th Street
model was developed to optimize the signal
timings for the corridor, and these timings
were then used in the VISSIM micro
simulation model. A 90 second cycle length was
used for all intersections except for Fall Creek
Parkway and 38th Street where a 120 second cycle
length was used.
Pedestrian actuation push buttons were assumed
throughout the corridor. This assumption allows for
greater TSP efficiency by only serving the
pedestrian phase when demanded and therefore
allowing more time to ‘steal’ from the noncoordinated phases. Ten pedestrian actuations
were modeled per hour at all intersections except for
16th and 38th Streets where twenty actuations per
hour were assumed due to higher pedestrian activity
in these locations. There were no queue jumps
necessary as the dedicated lanes remove the need.

Figure 6: Express Bus Passing Local Bus

It was assumed that all buses stopped at each
respective station regardless of demand, and that
the buses dwelled at the station for 25 seconds with a five second standard deviation. Both of these
estimates are conservative because buses will only stop at a station if the demand exists, and dwell time
will likely be much lower for the BRT service with added features of pre-boarding fares and level boarding.
An added benefit for the proposed BAT lanes on transit operations is that buses have the flexibility to
overtake other buses using the mixed traffic lane should the situation and opportunity present itself.
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Another assumption incorporated into the model was related to bus sizes. For the purposes of this model, it
was assumed that local bus routes would operate with traditional 40 foot long buses, and that all BRT
vehicles would be articulated 60 foot long articulated buses.

4.4. Diversion Analysis Determination Process
The diversions sensitivity analysis for the Meridian Street Curbside BAT lanes scenario was performed
using Synchro modeling software, starting with a 0% diversion followed by a 25% diversion to determine
initial capacity analysis measures of effectiveness. Due to the nature of VISSIM model building, it is
significantly simpler to do diversion sensitivity in the Synchro software platform, determine a preferred
diversion, and then move forward with that determination in the VISSIM model. VISSIM then offers the
capability of analyzing detailed transit operations for the corridor.
It should be noted that the Synchro model was also used to develop signal timings to be subsequently used
in the VISSIM model as described earlier in this addendum.
Based on initial results from the 0% diversion analysis showing system failure, it was determined that 25%
diversion was a more reasonable diversion to move forward with in VISSIM modeling. The decision to
move forward with the 25% diversion parameter was agreed upon by the PMT. It was the goal in studying
the Curbside BAT lanes scenario to choose a diversion percentage that was conservative, so that the
model had some inherent contingency with respect to capacity. The following network characteristics in the
Curbside BAT lanes scenario led to this diversion percentage:






The implementation of Curbside BAT
lanes throughout the entire Meridian
Street corridor would reduce the
capacity of northbound and
southbound thru traffic by
approximately 40%.
This would lead to the likelihood of
existing traffic diverting to parallel
routes if available
The network surrounding Meridian
Street offers several parallel routes to
Figure 7: BAT Lanes Terminating at 34th Street
the corridor with available capacity and
within one mile of Meridian Street
o Illinois Street/Capitol Avenue one-way pair
o Delaware/Pennsylvania Streets one-way pair
o Central Avenue (one-way southbound south of Fall Creek Parkway)
o College Avenue
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Isolated critical intersections (38th Street, Fall Creek Parkway) were tested with other varying diversion level
percentages in Synchro to further give a frame of reference on operations at these locations, specifically at
what volume would result in capacity breakdowns at the intersection. Results of these isolated analyses are
detailed further in the results section of this addendum.
For the Curbside BRT service in mixed traffic scenario, no diversion was assumed. This is in keeping with
the fact that there would be no reduction in lane capacity for northbound and southbound traffic on Meridian
Street. While there could in fact be more congestion related to added transit service related to the Red and
Purple Lines, this is expected to be offset to some extent by implementing TSP, as described previously in
this addendum.
5. Results

Results of the Synchro capacity analysis related to diversion and the findings related to travel time, Level of
Service (LOS), and average vehicle delay generated by the VISSIM model are covered in this portion of
this addendum. It is common practice to assume that LOS D is the typical minimum desired LOS at a given
intersection. Level of Service grade is determined by the average vehicle delay, which is the average
amount of time a vehicle spends stopped at the intersection. The relationship between average vehicle
delay and LOS at signalized intersections is shown in Table 1:
Table 1: Level of Service and Delay Relationship

Level of Service

Delay
(seconds/vehicle)

A

0-10

B

10-20

C

20-35

D

35-55

E

55-80

F

80+

Traffic analysis results in the following sections are presented for the two primary operating conditions that
were studied: Curbside BAT Lanes and Curbside BRT Service in Mixed Traffic. Detailed results for all traffic
analysis output, including Level of Service, delay, and queuing are included in Appendix D.
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5.1. Curbside BAT Lanes
The Curbside BAT Lanes scenario began with the diversion analysis using Synchro software. This process
was discussed in detail in Section 4.4 of this addendum, and the subsequent results are included in this
section.


The first analysis involved year 2020 traffic volumes in the weekday AM and PM peak hours, with
the reduced capacity at all signalized intersections, and assumed zero diversion from the Meridian
Street corridor; essential all traffic continues to use a corridor with 40% less capacity and no one
diverts to another corridor. Level of Service (LOS) and delay results indicated that the Curbside
BAT Lanes scenario with 0% diversion would cause network-wide congestion and traffic volumes
greater than capacity for the corridor if there was no traffic diversion from Meridian Street. A
summary of the results by intersection are included in Table 2:
Table 2: Synchro Results with 0% Diversion

Intersection



AM Peak

PM Peak

Delay

LOS

Delay

LOS

38th and Meridian

94.8

F

173.9

F

34th and Meridian

113.3

F

73.2

E

32nd and Meridian

121.1

F

154.6

F

30th and Meridian

87.3

F

154.5

F

29th and Meridian

92.2

F

292.9

F

28th and Meridian

34.3

C

87.6

F

Fall Creek and Meridian

142

F

118.9

F

22nd and Meridian

86.5

F

79.2

E

21st and Meridian

50.3

D

109.9

F

18th and Meridian

71.2

E

97.7

F

16th and Meridian

68.7

E

64

E

The second analysis using Synchro software involved the same conditions, with the exception of
an assumed diversion of 25% of the northbound and southbound traffic on Meridian Street along
the corridor. Initial results indicated that outside of a few isolated locations, traffic operations were
acceptable at the remaining intersections along the study corridor. Summarized results of this
diversion analysis are shown in Table 3:
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Table 3: Synchro Results with 25% Diversion

Intersection

AM Peak

PM Peak

Delay

LOS

Delay

LOS

38th and Meridian

59.7

E

109.1

F

34th and Meridian

12.2

B

13.4

B

32nd and Meridian

19.8

B

8.7

A

30th and Meridian

16.2

B

23.6

C

29th and Meridian

17.4

B

20.8

C

28th and Meridian

5.6

A

6.9

A

Fall Creek and Meridian

81.8

F

33.6

C

22nd and Meridian

10.8

B

13

B

21st and Meridian

13.7

B

10.9

B

18th and Meridian

9.4

A

31.8

C

16th and Meridian

35.8

D

38.7

D

Another component of the diversion sensitivity analysis was performing a capacity analysis on the Capitol
Avenue and Illinois Street one-way pair, to ensure that if traffic diverted from Meridian Street as assumed,
that the parallel routes in the network would be able to operate acceptably with the additional traffic burden.
The following high-volume intersections were chosen for the diversion analysis:







Capitol & 38th St
Capitol & Fall Creek Pkwy
Capitol & 16th St
Illinois & 38th St
Illinois & Fall Creek Pkwy
Illinois & 16th St

For all locations, a scenario was studied in which all projected northbound and southbound diverted traffic
from Meridian Street (25%) utilized NB Illinois and SB Capitol respectively, except at the 38 th intersections
where the diversion load was spread due to two way operations north of 38th Street. In reality, it would be
safe to assume that some diverted trips from Meridian Street would utilize other parallel routes, such as
Pennsylvania/Delaware Streets, Central Avenue, College Avenue, or others.
In all cases, the intersections continued to operate at LOS D or better. In some cases, intersections did
drop an LOS grade level, however in most cases intersection-wide LOS remained constant even with
diverted traffic added. A summary of the results of this analysis is shown in Table 4:
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Table 4: Capitol and Illinois Diversion Summary in Year 2020

Signalized Intersection

Weekday AM Peak
Hour

Weekday PM Peak
Hour

LOS

Delay (s)

LOS

Delay (s)

Illinois & 38th

C

24.2

D

35.7

Illinois & Fall Creek Pkwy

B

18.2

D

36.3

Illinois & 16th

B

19.1

B

19.6

Capitol & 38th

D

46.8

C

30.8

Capitol & Fall Creek Pkwy

D

51.7

C

25.9

Capitol & 16th

C

21.1

B

16.3

As outlined previously in this addendum, the VISSIM analysis was to proceed for the Curbside BAT Lanes
scenario using a 25% diversion assumption. Through the course of repeated simulation runs of the VISSIM
model, the intersection of 38th Street & Meridian Street revealed itself as a problem area with the reduced
capacity on Meridian Street, despite the assumed diversion being applied. The LOS and delay at the
intersection, particularly in the AM peak hour of traffic, caused significant queuing with reduced capacity.
Further diversion sensitivity analysis at the intersection showed that it would take an assumed diversion of
45% on Meridian Street for the intersection to operate at an overall LOS E. Given that a diversion of 45% is
an aggressive assumption and that LOS E still poses some congestion issues, an alternative course of
action was taken at the intersection of Meridian Street & 38 th Street.
Discussion with the PMT led to refining the Curbside BAT Lane scenario to reflect that the capacity at
Meridian & 38th Street would remain consistent with what is provided by the existing geometry at the
intersection. Therefore, the section of the corridor between 34th Street and 38th Street was modeled to show
BRT service operating in mixed traffic, ensuring that the four blocks of Meridian Street closest to 38 th Street
would not have a reduction in capacity. The curbside BAT lane was modeled from 34th Street south to 16th
Street.
Level of Service and average vehicle delay at each signalized intersection on the corridor are summarized
for the refined Curbside BAT Lane scenario in Table 5:
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Table 5: VISSIM Model Results for Curbside BAT Lanes in Year 2020

Intersection

Weekday AM Peak Hour

Weekday PM Peak Hour

Delay

LOS

Delay

LOS

38th and Meridian

36.4

D

39.0

D

34th and Meridian

20.3

C

14.2

B

32nd and Meridian

13.6

B

20.4

C

30th and Meridian

15.1

B

23.4

C

29th and Meridian

12.4

B

21.9

C

28th and Meridian

6.4

A

7.0

A

Fall Creek and Meridian

40.7

D

27.7

C

22nd and Meridian

14.3

B

15.2

B

21st and Meridian

13.3

B

12.4

B

18th and Meridian

7.7

A

29.5

C

16th and Meridian

24.6

C

42.7

D

5.2. Curbside BRT Service in Mixed Traffic
When results of the analysis of the Curbside BAT Lanes scenario were shared with the PMT, it was agreed
that results of this analysis should be compared to a scenario on the Meridian Street corridor where BRT
service operated in curbside lanes, but those curbside lanes were not exclusively for transit and business
access (i.e. mixed traffic). Geometry in this scenario remains consistent with what is observed today along
the Meridian Street corridor. It should be noted that signal system assumptions, transit service headways,
and stop locations in this scenario are the same as the Curbside BAT Lanes scenario.
BRT service in mixed traffic would look very similar to the operating conditions today on Meridian Street,
with the exception of enhanced stations at BRT stop locations and an increase in bus service on the
corridor.
Level of Service and average vehicle delay at each signalize d intersection on the corridor are summarized
for the Curbside BRT Service in Mixed Traffic scenario in Table 6:
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Table 6: VISSIM Model Results for Curbside BRT Service in Mixed Traffic in Year 2020

Weekday AM Peak Hour

Intersection

Weekday PM Peak Hour

Delay

LOS

Delay

LOS

38th and Meridian

54.2

D

43.5

D

34th and Meridian

14.9

B

15.8

B

32nd and Meridian

9.3

A

18.9

B

30th and Meridian

18.3

B

20.4

C

29th and Meridian

11.1

B

19.1

B

28th and Meridian

5.6

A

6.3

A

Fall Creek and Meridian

44.8

D

28.6

C

22nd and Meridian

12.1

B

13.1

B

21st and Meridian

14.5

B

11.0

B

18th and Meridian

7.2

A

12.7

B

16th and Meridian

23.6

C

29.6

C

A comparison of travel times for the two operational scenarios is shown in Table 7:
Table 7: Meridian Street Travel Time Comparison in Year 2020

Direction

Weekday Peak
Hour
AM Peak Hour

NB
PM Peak Hour
AM Peak Hour
SB
PM Peak Hour

Service
Type

BAT Lanes from
16th to 34th,
Mixed Traffic
34th-38th

BRT Service in
Mixed Traffic
Entire Corridor

Travel
Time
Savings

BRT

8:19

8:52

0:33

Local

15:03

15:53

0:50

BRT

7:28

8:05

0:37

Local

15:48

16:12

0:24

BRT

8:30

9:13

0:43

Local

13:38

14:54

1:16

BRT

8:14

8:18

0:04

Local

13:12

14:06

0:54
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6. Conclusions and Findings

6.1. Meridian Street vs. Illinois Street/Capitol Avenue
After detailed study and discussion with both the IMPO and their project partners on the PMT, it was
determined that the Meridian Street corridor between 38th Street and 16th Street is a feasible alternative to
the Illinois Street/Capitol Avenue one-way pair as a BRT corridor from a traffic operations perspective and
warrants being carried forward as an alternative alignment to be studied in the NEPA process. The
following additional factors summarize why the Meridian Street alignment should be considered along with
the Illinois Street/Capitol Avenue alignment moving forward:


Capacity analysis for the Curbside BAT Lanes scenario and the Curbside BRT Service in Mixed
Traffic scenario on Meridian Street indicate that the corridor is capable of efficient transit
operations.



The Meridian Street corridor presents less navigational challenges for the average transit rider in
that it presents stations on a single two-way corridor rather than northbound and southbound
stations being separated by two city blocks.



Bike lanes on Illinois Street and Capitol
Avenue between 16th Street and 38th Street
would not be subject to redesign if Meridian
Street is utilized as the transit corridor.



Use of the Meridian Street corridor allows
construction impacts to be on a single corridor
instead of two corridors (as would be the case
with Illinois Street/Capitol Avenue).



As indicated by previous transit planning and
transit oriented development (TOD) studies
(not included in the scope of this study), there
Figure 6: Express Bus Passing Local Bus
are currently more destinations, and more
potential for economic development and
transformative change, on the Meridian Street
Corridor than on the Illinois Street/Capitol
Avenue one-way pair. In particular, Capitol Avenue in this area runs primarily through
neighborhoods made up of single-family housing with little opportunity for transit-responsive
development.
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Meridian Street is more likely to be viewed as a signature transit corridor for the City of Indianapolis
and the Red Line project, emphasizing opportunities for branding and potential mode-shift to
transit.

Toward the end of this analysis, and beyond its scope, an alternative was suggested that would utilize only
Illinois Street for BRT service by creating one dedicated transit lane in the opposite (southbound) direction
and add a BAT lane in the current (northbound) direction. This would enable the bi-directional use of a
corridor other than Meridian Street, addressing many of the concerns and issues for the Capitol
Avenue/Illinois Street one-way pair listed in the bulleted items above. Though corridor stakeholders and
City representatives were initially interested in this concept, preliminary observation of right-of-way widths
and consideration of recent improvements to the Illinois Street corridor indicate that, in order to
accommodate bi-directional transit, traffic capacity and on-street parking would be significantly reduced.
This is due to the fact that BRT vehicles would monopolize two of the three current travel lanes in this
segment of Illinois Street, and because BRT vehicles need wider lanes than automobiles to operate safely.
In addition, the existing bike lane would need to be relocated to another street. As of the date of this report,
the Illinois Street bi-directional transit-way concept has not been thoroughly studied for operational
efficiency or impact to traffic, but it is not likely to be recommended as a preferred alternative.
6.2. Curbside BAT Lanes vs. Curbside BRT Service in Mixed Traffic
In studying the differences between implementing Curbside BAT Lanes and Curbside BRT Service in
Mixed Traffic, there were only minor differences seen in the Level of Service and delay results between the
two scenarios as shown in the Results portion of this addendum.
Travel times for the local and BRT transit service are reduced in the Curbside BAT Lanes scenario on the
order of 30 seconds to 1 minute for trips between 16th Street and 38th Street in the northbound and
southbound direction, a length of just over 2 miles.
While there is some potential variability associated with any traffic projection, it should be noted that there
is slightly more variability associated with the Curbside BAT Lanes analysis as it does assume a 25%
diversion of traffic from Meridian Street. This diversion assumption was discussed in great detail in section
4.4 of this addendum and is considered a conservative and reasonable assumption, but there remains an
element of potential variability.
Discussion with the PMT indicated that a stronger commitment to transit would be represented in selecting
the Curbside BAT Lanes alternative for the Meridian Street corridor instead of mixed traffic. Further follow
up with corridor stakeholders and city DMD and DPW department heads indicated a similar preference for
Meridian Street.
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6.3. Additional Considerations
Moving forward, there are some additional considerations that should be mentioned related to the use of
Meridian Street as a transit corridor between 38th Street and 16th Street:


Future considerations should be made regarding transfers in the area of 38 th Street and Meridian
Street. The elimination of on-street stations in the vicinity of this intersection would be ideal for
traffic operations, particularly if an off-street transfer center was constructed to handle both BRT
and local transit transfers in close proximity to the 38th & Meridian Streets intersection. Identifying a
potential location, establishing synergy with other developments (like Tarkington Park, a City-driven
recreation and redevelopment initiative), and considering a circulation pattern would be key
components to further analysis of transfer possibilities.



Further analysis of the effects on parking and economic impacts is recommended prior to selecting
a preferred alignment.



Station locations were determined on a scoping level basis, and detailed engineering analysis will
be required to definitively locate stations in a feasible way with limited impact to existing R/W.



Consider future enhancements and expansion of the VISSIM model to capture interactions
between the Red and Purple Lines.



Detailed engineering analysis will be required to determine the best methods of implementing and
enforcing BAT lanes on Meridian Street, should that alternative be eventually selected for
implementation. BAT lane delineation, effects on parking, signage, and pavement markings should
all be analyzed in further detail prior to implementation.
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